
 
SHORTFORM TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS &  DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS - (FEB 2015 UPDATE) 

INTRODUCTION: 

 The information on this document is considered “work in progress” and is current and accurate at the time of release. 

 This workflow excludes all Commercials, Sponsorship elements, Trade exchanges and commercial airtime barters.  

 Any asset that carries a monetary value or have legal implications should it not flight must be routed via DStv Media Sales. 

  “Shortform” relates to all promos, channel line ups & branding, fillers, EPK’s, music videos and trailers up to 10 minutes long. 

 Every asset and the variants of it must receive its own UID code (unique ID).   

 Each supplier must go through the comprehensive onboarding process to be validated for digital delivery. (See steps guide). 

 Onboarding can take anything from a week to a month or more, all depending on various factors. 

 The UID codes assigned to the test files may not be used for scheduling.  

 This shortform workflow has a zero fixing or transcoding capability so content must be 100% compliant. 

 Depending on the nature of your content, the delivery rule remains 1 week prior to TX to allow for fails and redeliveries.   

 Delivering in the House format future-proofs the supplier for the upcoming zero-processing cloud delivery platform. 
 
FILE DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS 

 Content has to arrive as a self-contained DNxHD MXF OP1a .mxf File and SD as IMX 30 OP1a .mxf with D10 encoding 

 Audio must be final mixed to the EBU R128 loudness standard.  

 Both HD and SD files must have 8 Channels of audio. 

 Each shortform delivery must arrive in full HD and SD 16:9 FHA, channel marketing or your CE will advise on the need for an 
additional SD4:3 (LB) version.   
 
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

 HD format 1920 x 1080 pixels interlaced in an aspect ratio of 16:9 at 25 frames per second 
HD Video (FHA) Spec HD Audio Spec 

File Format: MXF OP1a Format PCM 

Codec: DNxHD 8bit 120 Mbps Bits per sample 24 

 Stored width: 1920 channel 8 

Stored Height 540 Sample Rate 48000 

Frame Rate: 25/1   

Frame type: Interlaced/TFF   

Profile & Chroma: 4 2 2   

 SD16:9 (FHA) IMX30 D10 format interlaced at 25 frames per second 
SD 16:9 Video Spec SD Audio Spec 

File Format MXF OP1a Format PCM 

Codec Mpeg-2 Bits per sample 16 

Bitrate 30 00 Mbps channel 8 

Encoding D-10 ( IMX) Sample Rate 48000 

Stored Width 720   

Stored Height 304   

Aspect Ratio 16:9 (FHA)   

Frame Rate 25 / 1   

Profile & Chroma 4 2 2   

Frame Type Interlaced/ TFF   

 SD 4:3 (letterboxed) IMX30 D10 format interlaced at 25 frames per second (OPTIONAL) 
SD 4:3 Video Spec .SD Audio Spec 

File Format MXF OP1a Format PCM 

Codec Mpeg-2 Bits per sample 16 

Bitrate 30 00 Mbps channel 8 

Encoding D-10 ( IMX) Sample Rate 48000 

Stored Width 720   

Stored Height 304   

Aspect Ratio 4:3 (Letterbox)   

Frame Rate 25 / 1   

Profile & Chroma 4 2 2   

Frame Type Interlaced/ TFF   

 



BASIC AUDIO REQUIREMENTS: 

 Audio must be EBU R128 compliant after final Mix. 

 (Integrated loudness of -23LUFS over the duration, with an allowable maximum True Peak of -3dBTP) 
 
BASIC AUDIO PACKAGING - We require a minimum of 4 pairs of stereo audio on both HD & SD files 

 Tracks 1 and 2: Stereo mix ( EBU R128 loudness mixed) 

 Tracks 3 and 4: Stereo mix ( a duplication of 1 & 2 but remapped as CH3 andCH4) 

 Tracks 5 and 6: Stereo mix ( a duplication of 1 & 2 but remapped as CH5 andCH6) 

 Tracks 7 and 8: Stereo mix ( a duplication of 1 & 2 but remapped as CH7 andCH8) 
 
ADVANCED AUDIO FOR HD 

 Dolby E 5.1 stream on (CH5 & CH6) with an embedded +2 (Optional) 
 
FILE PACKAGING 

 No clock, tone or colour bars are required.  

 Each file must start at exactly 00:00:00:00 time code. 

 No ending file on timecode frames, round off to the nearest second: 30”, 60”. The duration in the title and video must be exact.  
 

NAMING CONVENTION - Original delivery 
All titles must be in uppercase with no special characters. An underscore must replace every space in the following sequence, 

 SAVE YOUR FILE AS, UID underscore PR underscore Channel underscore Company ID underscore Title underscore Year underscore 
E for the Episode with the number underscore Duration underscore Format on the drive. 

14XRRJA0_MF_SONY_MEGHAN_TRAINOR_LIPS_ARE_MOVIN_3MIN_03SEC_HD.mxf 15X01LA0_PR_GOTV_APM_MOMENT_FA_CUP_CHEL_2015_120SEC_FHA.mxf 

 
NAMING CONVENTION – “Wipe and Reloads” and file “Resends”  

 We have seen instances where a redelivery, resend or wipe and reload files have been mistaken as a duplicate delivery and 
deleted as both titles look identical. By adding additional identifiers WR or RS immediately after the UID we can distinguish exactly 
what needs to be done on arrival. Any redelivery of the same item thereafter becomes WR1 or RS1 and so on. 
 

 SAVE YOUR FILE AS, UID underscore WR or RS underscore PR underscore Channel underscore Company ID underscore Title 
underscore Year underscore E for the Episode with the number underscore Duration underscore Format on the drive. 
 
HARD DRIVE PROCEDURES AND REQUIREMENTS: 

 Hard drives must be formatted to NTFS for Windows. Mac users can purchase licensed software to allow you to do this. 

 To speed up the anti-virus scanning time, only the actual media files which need to be extracted must be on the drive. 

 Reformat drives. Keep drive clean from setup software. Remove older files before each delivery.  

 The hard drive must contain an information folder containing all the necessary deliverable documentation.  

 CRA will fail the delivery should no FCC sheet be available on the drive. 
 
EXTRACTING YOUR SHORTFORM ASSET FOR TRANSMISSION 

 Hard drives can only be handed to the Central Receiving Area (CRA) to be virus scanned and copied to import folder  

 Every shortform asset will go through a series of automated Audio and Video QC checks before an operator can further process.  

 Non-compliance here will be deemed as a fail and a re-order requested.  

 Once content has passed the QC process the operator completes the prepping process and pushes the asset onto the video server 
(Ardome) 

 Once on Ardome, Marketing or the channel can then do a final low-res verification before the asset can playout. 
 

TRAFFIC OF THE HARD DRIVE 

 Make sure your drive is easy identifiable with your company logo and numbered if you are sending more than one hard drive 

 Printing the serial number in a big font will help security officials issue gate passes in and out of Mnet. 

 You are responsible for your hard drive returning to you.  

 Hard drives may not be left at the CRA area longer than 48 hours  

 It is preferred that the hard drive leaves with you at the video library or you arrange for a courier / driver to pick it up on 
completion. 
 

 NOTE: We advise suppliers to refrain from using EVS “OpenCube” MXF transcoding software as its not compatible with our playout server. 
 
 


